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Early Days on the Georgia Tidewater: The Story of McIntosh County and Sapelo: Being a Documented Narrative
Account, With Particular Attention to th [Buddy Sullivan] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers.

The author, the former editor of the Darien News and the county historian, has written a heavily footnoted
history in a chronological format. It covers the rice and cotton plantations, its owners and land use practices
and the Civil War. It includes many high quality illustrations and maps and 56 appendices. He brings you into
each generation he writes about. You almost feel the wind on your face, and the sea at your feet, with his
discriptions. He goes beyond name, date, and place. He brings you to a point where you feel you are living the
times. He not only goes into detail about a person, he goes beyond that person, to someone who was touched
by that person, and recounts it. Therefore, we learn about them from two points of view. We learn what he
finds by exploring a "paper trail", and we learn about what he finds from the things that have been passed
down. I will tell you I have never been as impressed about a book written about a town or place, or people, the
way his book impressed me. His book made me want to go out and "explore" I have learned more about the
"out of the way places" here, in McIntosh Co GA,in his book, than anywhere else. His books are also
extremely helpful where Genealogy in being researched. The Best Historical compilation for the coastal area!
It is by far the best book on coastal georgia. A Customer on Jan 13, This book is an excellant source of
research for someone who enjoys historical reading about the golden isles of Georgia. Not many facts and
tales are missing from this book! Excellant reading Five Stars By D. The title of this book is Early Days on the
Georgia Tidewater: This particular edition is in a Hardcover format. It was published by McIntosh County
Board and has a total of pages in the book. To buy this book at the lowest price, Click Here.
2: Butler's Island Cemetery in Darien, Georgia - Find A Grave Cemetery
"Early Days on the Georgia Tidewater" is a comprehensive history of Sapelo Island, Darien and McIntosh County,
Georgia, as well as a general overview of the history of coastal Georgia, focusing on Glynn, Liberty and Bryan counties,
Savannah, and St. Simons and St. Catherines islands.

3: Early Days on the Georgia Tidewater: The Story of McIntosh County and Sapelo | eBay
Author Buddy Sullivan s Early Days on the Georgia Tidewater A New Revised Edition represents a complete recasting
of a book issued under the same title in , and reprinted five times Sullivan is a prominent coastal Georgia historian and
lecturer with nineteen titles to his credit This new edition of Early Days incorporates all the material in the original
versionAuthor Buddy Sullivan s.

4: Early Days on the Georgia Tidewater : Buddy Sullivan :
early days on georgia tidewater: story of mcintosh county and sapelo: being a documented narrative account, with
particular attention to th by buddy sullivan - hardcover **brand new**.

5: Early days on the Georgia tidewater ( edition) | Open Library
Early Days on the Georgia Tidewater by Buddy Sullivan starting at $ Early Days on the Georgia Tidewater has 0
available edition to buy at Alibris.
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